
Because of all the technology packed into the ebode LightSpeakerTM, it is much larger than a normal light 
bulb, both in length and width.
 
The best way to use ebode LightspeakerTM is in a lampshade where you cannot actually see the sides of the 
product at all. As long as the front grille is unrestricted so you can hear the music and see the light, you do 
not really want to see where the sound and light comes from. In general this means that the ideal is a long, 
slim lampshade rather than one short and wide.
 
Please give this some thought when choosing a lampshade for your ebode LightSpeakersTM. Of couse, when 
your existing lampshades are large enough to accomodate the ebode LightSpeakersTM, you can use these.
 
Please note - between the front edge of the E27 socket in your fitting and the front Grille of ebode Light-
SpeakerTM you need to have a shade/fitting that will be at least 15 cm long and 14 cm wide  
 
Let’s face it - everyone loves to shop at IKEA*! We have found that the following selection of their models 
work with the ebode LightSpeakersTM. 
 

Lampshades

            Erserud - multiple prints (34cm)        Stycke - multiple prints (34cm)   

       Skimra - multiple prints and colours (19cm)         Klavsta - multiple prints (40cm)                     

                    Gnejs - in two colours (34cm)                             Ekas - in two colours (34cm) 

*IKEA is a registered trademark of Inter-IKEA Systems B.V. This file is intended as a source of information for those interested in using ebode 
LightSpeakersTM with IKEA lamps. We are not affiliated with IKEA in any way. ebode LightSpeakerTM fitted the indicated lamps at the time 
of testing, we cannot be held responsible for any changes to the IKEA products.
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Hanging lamps    

         

       
             365+ Lunta (20 cm diameter, 43 cm h)    Orgel (22cm w, 31cm h)

Floor Standing Lamps

      Januari (134cm h)                 Alang (68-81cm h)                Orgel (148 cm h)
  

Table Lamps         Pendel

     Asele  (45 cm diameter, 55,5 cm h)     Januari (35 cm h)       Hemma
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